This file presents the team that created the original GeoLiteracy CD and the team that modified the GeoLiteracy concept for English Language Learners

The GeoLiteracy ELL Project Team

**Cathy Davis**—Administrative Secretary, Arizona Geographic Alliance; School of Geographical Sciences, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ.

**Denise Dorn**—Lesson Reviser, Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Math Coach at Connolly Middle School, Tempe, AZ.

**Jeremy Dorn**—Volunteer Technical Consultant on GeoLiteracy ELL software, Student, School of Geographical Sciences, Arizona State University.

**Ronald Dorn** – Project co-PI; Professor of Geographical Sciences, Arizona State University.

**Eugene Earsom**—Project Director of the Oklahoma Alliance for Geographic Education, coordinating the Oklahoma partnership with AzGA.

**Patricia Eberhardt**—Lesson Reviser, Teacher, Sierra Verde Elementary, Glendale, AZ.

**Rebecca Eden**—Cartographer, School of Geographical Sciences, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ.

**Gale Olp Ekiss** – GeoLiteracy ELL Project Manager; Lesson Reviser; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Co-coordinator of the Arizona Geographic Alliance; retired teacher from Powell Junior High School in Mesa, AZ.

**Lynn Galvin**—Lesson Reviser, Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Teacher at Phoenix Preparatory Academy, Phoenix, AZ.

**Steve Gibson**—Website administrator and programmer.

**Diane Godfrey**-- Lesson Reviser, Revisions Team Member, Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Teacher at Kyrene del Pueblo Middle School, Chandler, AZ.

**Rhonda Gonzalez**-- Lesson Reviser, Revisions Team Member, Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Teacher at Cottonwood Middle School, Cottonwood, AZ.

**Gail Gorry**-- Lesson Reviser, Principal at Frontier Elementary School, Payson, AZ

**Wayne Gorry**-- Lesson Reviser, Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Teacher at Julia Randall Elementary School, Payson, AZ
Karen Guerrero—Editor, Lesson Reviser, Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Adjunct Faculty at Mesa Community College, Mesa, AZ.

Erin Hesch—Vocabulary Card Designer; Student; Education major, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ.

Elizabeth Hinde – Project co-PI; Assistant Professor of Education, Arizona State University.

Sara Jenkins-- Lesson Reviser, Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Teacher at Desert Thunder Elementary School, Avondale, AZ.

Margarita Jimenez-Silva— Project co-PI; Assistant Professor of Education, Arizona State University.

William Koepke-- Lesson Reviser, Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Teacher at Kofa High School, Yuma, AZ.

Diana Lee-- Lesson Reviser, Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Teacher at Zuni Hills Elementary School, Sun City, AZ.

Barbara Martin – Lesson Reviser; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Adjunct Faculty at the University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ.

Sandra Martinez – Lesson Reviser; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance, retired teacher from Los Ninos Elementary School in Tucson, AZ.

Noel McClure-- Lesson Reviser, Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Teacher at Longview Elementary School, Phoenix, AZ.

Tom McGowan—External Evaluator, Professor of Education, University of Nebraska, Lincoln.

Sheila Nice – Lesson Reviser; Revisions Team Member; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Teacher at Altadena Middle School in Phoenix, AZ.

Sharon Osborn Popp – Project co-PI; Assistant Professor of Education, Arizona State University.

Dennis Rees – Lesson Reviser; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Teacher at Oakwood Elementary School in Peoria, AZ.

Patricia Sepp – Lesson Reviser; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; K-8 Home School teacher and coordinator of the Young Scholars Home School in Phoenix, AZ.

Carl Smith—Director of Indiana ERIC, organized the Indiana research partnership with AzGA.
Barbara Stout – Lesson Reviser; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; English Language Acquisition Specialist in Mesa, AZ.

Barbara Trapido-Lurie—Chief Cartographer, School of Geographical Sciences, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ.

Cynthia Tsunoda—Assistant to Project Manager, Student; Education major, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ.

Mindy Udall—Lesson Reviser, Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Teacher at McKemy Middle School School, Tempe, AZ.

Carol Warren – Lesson Writer and Grades 4-5 Team Leader; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Reading Facilitator at Sacaton Elementary School in Sacaton, AZ.

Marjorie Wieweck-- Lesson Reviser, Revisions Team Member; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Teacher at Cottonwood Elementary School, Cottonwood, AZ.

The Original Geoliteracy Project Team

Kathy Black – Project Assessment Specialist; Language Program Specialist in the Basic Skills Department of Mesa Public Schools in Mesa, AZ.

Jane Chambers – Lesson Writer and Grades 4-5 Team Leader; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; 5th grade teacher at Pueblo del Sol Elementary School in Sierra Vista, AZ.

Andree Charlson – Lesson Writer; National Board Certified Teacher; Program Specialist in the Washington School District, Phoenix, AZ.

Sandra Cloyd – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Kindergarten teacher at Tomahawk Elementary School in Phoenix, AZ.

Malcolm Comeaux – Chief Geographer; Professor of Geography, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ.

Cathy Davis – Executive Manager, Arizona Geographic Alliance; Department of Geography, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ.

Jeremy Dorn – Technical computer consultant, handling hardware and software troubleshooting.

Ronald Dorn – Geoliteracy Project Designer; Lesson Writer; Co-coordinator of the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Professor of Geography, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ.
Gale Olp Ekiss – Geoliteracy Project Manager; Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant; Co-coordinator of the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Lesson writer; retired 7th grade teacher from Powell Junior High School in Mesa, AZ.

John Halverson – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; 7th and 8th grade teacher at Desert Sands Middle School in Phoenix, AZ.

Dan Hartsthorn – Designer of Lesson Entry Engine, systems consultant, Chandler, Arizona.

Elizabeth Hinde – Chief Editor; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Adjunct Professor, Arizona State University East College, Mesa, AZ.

Patricia Hutchinson – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Teacher of Grades 3 – 8 Gifted Program at Cottonwood Middle School in Cottonwood, AZ.

Sara Jenkins – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Language Arts coordinator in the Avondale Elementary School District in Avondale, AZ.

Susan Johnson — Geographer and researcher on GeoLiteracy program

Justin Kellogg – CD Production Designer; Student, Arizona State University, major: International Business.

Kathy Knowler – Lesson Writer; National Board Certified Teacher; 1st grade teacher at Desert View Learning Center in Paradise Valley, AZ.

Jeannine Kuropatkin – Lesson Writer and Grades 6-8 Team Leader and Project Facilitator; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; 7th grade teacher at Rhodes Junior High School in Mesa, AZ.

Julie Leftofsky – Lesson Writer; National Board Certified Teacher; 2nd grade teacher at Kyrene de los Lagos Elementary School in Phoenix, AZ

Betty Lightfoot – Lesson Writer; National Board Certified Teacher; Kindergarten teacher at Los Ninos Elementary School in Tucson, AZ.

Barbara Martin – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; 6th grade teacher at Apollo Middle School in Tucson, AZ.

Sandra Martinez – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; 1st grade teacher at Los Ninos Elementary School in Tucson, AZ.

Robert Mings – Chief Geographer; Professor of Geography, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ.
Sheila Nice – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; 6th grade teacher at Altadena Middle School in Phoenix, AZ.

Mimi Norton – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; 2nd grade teacher at Solano Elementary School in Phoenix, AZ.

Judy Phillips – Lesson Writer and Grades K-3 Team Leader; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; 3rd grade teacher at Pueblo del Sol Elementary School in Sierra Vista, AZ.

Barbara Post – Lesson Writer; National Board Certified Teacher; 4th grade teacher in the Washington School District in Phoenix, AZ.

Dennis Rees – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; 6th grade teacher at Oakwood Elementary School in Peoria, AZ.

Patricia Sepp – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; K-8 Home School teacher and coordinator of the Young Scholars Home School in Phoenix, AZ.

Kathy Tyler Stelten – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; 7th grade teacher at Powell Junior High School in Mesa, AZ.

Charles Sterling – National Geographic Society Liaison, Washington, DC.

Barbara Stout – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; 7th grade teacher at Shepherd Junior High School in Mesa, AZ.

Crystal Vaagen – Lesson Writer; Student, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ; major: Education

Diana Valenzuela – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; 6th grade teacher at Bisbee Middle School in Bisbee, AZ.

Carol Warren – Lesson Writer and Grades 4-5 Team Leader; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; Reading Facilitator at Sacaton Elementary School in Sacaton, AZ.

Cheryl Wiens – Lesson Writer; Teacher Consultant with the Arizona Geographic Alliance; 6th grade teacher at Madison #1 Middle School in Phoenix, AZ.

Rebecca Wiley – Lesson Writer; National Board Certified Teacher; 2nd grade teacher at Lookout Mountain Elementary School in Glendale, AZ.

Grace Wood – Lesson Writer; National Board Certified Teacher; 4th grade teacher at Alta Vista Elementary School in Phoenix, AZ.